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I have D.E.C. file photos of 55 gallon drums of toxic liquid laying on their side actively spilling the
contents (intentionally) onto the ground.The photos were taken by D.E.C. employees. The photos
prove that D.E.C. employees kicked or pushed the barrels over, then took pictures of the crime they
had just committed.
This is just one example of the criminal nature of the Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation. I have proof of dozens of similar crimes committed by D.E.C. employees that were
appointed by Frank Murkowski, Ted Stevens and Don Young and others. These appointees were
clearly willing to do anything for a paycheck and a pretty pension.
The current D.E.C. employees are just as criminal as the ones from the past and their paychecks and
pensions are bigger and more inviting to these criminals and the cabal they work for. It's not
stupidity or ignorance that drives them. It is pure evil and greed fed by criminals like Frank, Ted
and Don.
Just so everyone knows, several of the properties surrounding this proposed site are contaminated
at the surface and in the ground water. I could tee up a ball on top STT's soil burner and hit a driver
and pitching wedge to at least four different unknown contaminated sites. All of the parties involved
in making this insane idea a reality know this. They don't want anyone to know this so that they can
blame any future contamination issues on the "Dead Neighbors" from the past.
I'm not going to mention any names out of respect for the dead, but in the last three years at least
seven people have died from cancer who lived within 300 yards of this site. Several more have
been battling horrible unknown illnesses. A couple of them I know moved out of state and may
need to be added to the death toll.
This site has clearly been chosen because it is already contaminated. STT will blame any
contamination on the sawmill, the sawmill will blame it on the old diesel shop across the street, the
diesel shop will blame it on John Stoltz's junkyard and in the end the D.E.C. will protect Big Oil
and STT and blame it all on "Dead Men" Ain't that convenient!
Everything I say here is true and accurate. Investigate the surrounding properties. You will find
toxic contamination in ALL directions. I gave you some good clues, feel free to contact me if need
more information.
If you (D.E.C.) grant STT permission to do this without investigating what I have said I will work
tirelessly to expose ALL of the criminals involved. You will lose your paycheck and pretty pension.
You may even spend time in prison, but most of all you will burn in Hell for eternity.
Good Day Criminals!
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